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Crazy nobles, a mad emperor, and an explosive wedding day. Read it all in the thrilling conclusion

to the Star Warrior wedding serial!Talia was in a tough spot. Her future husband captured. Nobles

and the emperor lining up to kill her. A crew to rescue. A world to conquer and a wedding to plan.

Only she'll find help in the most unlikely places as she works to free her alien general and get the

wedding night she deserves!Captured by the enemy. Jorav had been there before, but those

enemies had never threatened the love of his life before. Only he knows Talia is resourceful, and

that it won't be long before he's free to unleash the Star Warrior's fury on the enemies who have

wronged him even as he stays strong with thoughts of Talia and their impending bonding

ceremony!Two lovers who want nothing but to be with one another. Two warriors surrounded by

enemies and in for the fight of their life. It's going to be one explosive wedding day as it's the bride

and groom against the world!
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This edition is my favorite--the series keeps getting better. This story started with a bang and was

action until the end. Talia is at her best when she rescues Jorav. With the help of Ergohl, she

outwits the emperor and started a change that the Livisk people have never known. New characters



are introduced from her crew and Jorav's warriors as well as a nasty character of Ayrfuhl. New

alliances are formed as well as new enemies. I highly recommend this book and can't wait until the

next edition. There are so many possibilities the author can take the story. If I could, I would rate it

higher than a 5.

Loved the next installment with the big blue Sparklies. Fourth in the series: Star Warrior, Star

Warriors Mate, Bride, Wife. CF Harris does a good job of keeping the reader's interest (with just a

touch of sex) and an actual plot line. Her characters have more than one-dimension which keeps

Star Warriors from being just another bored housewife afternoon romance. From the beginning

when Talia's ship & crew is taken over by Jorav until the "leading-into-the-next story" conclusion of

this one, things are kept moving and you can't help but root for the feisty human woman. What a

great way to spend a fall Sunday curled up with all four books and a cup of tea.

I received an ARC for an honest review.I was so excited to see this book come out as I wanted to

know how Jorav and Talia get out of the mess that they are in! Jorav was captured and Talia was

able to escape from Dovak and kill him, in the previous book â€“ what a great cliffhanger ending!I

loved that Talia is a strong powerful woman who is willing to do crazy things to save her bondmate. I

like that she learned from her previous mistakes that leading and trying to be nice did not work so

she really takes a strong stand when enlisting Joravâ€™s men to help in her crazy plan.She even

enlists her former crew who are now slaves to help and this time, they are willing to help her and

have come to respect her. I love that she gave them weapons in case her plan did not work as she

did not want to leave them to be executed if she failed.Wow, what a twist that Jorav was tricked

while being held captive, wonâ€™t go into more detail as I donâ€™t want to spoil that part of the

book but I did not see that coming at all.The only thing that disappointed me was the ending did not

include anything about what happened to the emperor, Ayrfuhl, or Dovak. I really hoped that they

were dealt with and "paid" for the terrible things that they had done. It does sound like we are being

set up for another book when they mentioned that the destruction of the builder civilization by

Tabithasâ€™s star was not done by the Livisk. I really hope that is the case, as I would love to read

more about Talia and Jorav.

Star Warriorâ€™s Wife kept the story alive and Harris has not lost the touch. Harris is on a roll and I

loved this book as much as the others. But it just cannot be the conclusion to the series!!!I could

only give this one four stars (41/2 if that was possible) because I was expecting this to be the part



where Jorav and Talia finally get to thwart the evil Emperor who has again and again tried to kill

them. I was so looking forward for this guy to get his comeuppance and Talia and Jorav to have

their HEA. I was also looking to a really explosive sex scene after all the waiting and anticipation.I

feel like there is more to their story so I am hoping there will be another book where we will know

what happened to her imprisoned team, and what was done with the Generals on earth who threw

her away. I want some questions answered like - Can humans and Livisik have children? Can Talia

be an Empress or will she crave battle and space? What happens to her crew now? Did they

escape? Will they be accepted back on earth? What about those nobles who hate her and the

people who were taught to hate humans, what about the human underground and the humans they

helped - There was some hint that the transition would not be easy so I am looking forward to hear

from Talia and Jorav again. Come on C.F. Harris we need some closure.

I was delighted to discover this intriguing new series and continue to wait (impatiently, of course ;-) )

for each new adventure. I love the consistent continuity of the characters throughout each book, so

wonderfully meshed with the ever-changing excitement of their forbidden relationship.To be able to

combine an alien love story taking place in a new world with such interesting details, along with

engaging humor, while maintaining the suspense level is amazing!!!!!I look forward to each new

twist, turn and fascinating fun storyline!!For this 4th book, I was provided an ARC (Yay!!!!!!!) in

exchange for my honest review.

From the moment Jorav first met Talia she has turned his life upside down, and challenged him to

look at things in New and different ways. As this first major story arc concludes both characters

have grown, evolved, proven themselves in battle, and found reasons to respect others they once

viewed far less kindly. This is a rich universe, with most of the world building focusing on the

creation of Jorav's fascinating warrior culture.I was gifted with a copy of this story, and switched to

the Kindle Unlimited version when it was published.
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